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Abstract
A strengthened form of Schur’s triangularization theorem is given for quaternion matrices
with real spectrum (for complex matrices it was given by Littlewood). It is used to classify
projectors (A2 DA) and self-annihilating operators (A2 D 0) on a quaternion unitary space
and examples of unitarily wild systems of operators on such a space are presented. Little-
wood’s algorithm for reducing a complex matrix to a canonical form under unitary similarity
is extended to quaternion matrices whose eigenvalues have geometric multiplicity 1. © 1999
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and definitions
We denote the set of m-by-n matrices by Mm;n.F/, where F D C or F D H, the
skew field of real quaternions with involution
a C bi C cj C dk D a − bi − cj − dk; a; b; c; d 2 R;
and write Mn  Mn;n; A denotes the conjugate transpose; the n-by-n upper trian-
gular Jordan block with eigenvalue  is denoted by Jn./.
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A matrix U 2 Mn.F/ is called unitary if UU D I . Two matrices A and B 2
Mn.F/ are unitarily similar (over F) if there exists a unitary U such thatA D UBU ;
they are called unitarily equivalent if there exist unitary U and V such that A D
UBV .
Let A be a quaternion n-by-n matrix;  2 H is a (right) eigenvalue of A if there
exists a nonzero v 2 Hn such that Av D v. The eigenvalues are defined only up to
similarity:Avh D vh  h−1h for each nonzero h 2 H, so h−1h is an eigenvalue of
A whenever  is. Every eigenvalue  D a C bi C cj C dk is similar to exactly one
complex number with nonnegative imaginary part, namely a Cpb2 C c2 C d2i [15,
Lemma 2.1]; this complex number is called a standard eigenvalue of A. There exists
a nonsingular S 2 Mn.H/ such that S−1AS is a Jordan matrix
J D Jn1.1/     Jnk .k/; j D aj C bj i 2 C; bj > 0; (1)
with standard eigenvalues, determined up to permutation of Jordan blocks [6, Chapter
3]. We will assume that 1      k with respect to the following ordering in C:
a C bi  c C di if either a > c and b D d; or b > d: (2)
Performing the Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization on the columns of S gives a
unitary matrixU D ST , where T is an upper triangular matrix with positive diagonal
elements; this is the QR decomposition of S. Therefore, A is unitarily similar to an
upper triangular matrix UAU D T −1JT having the same diagonal as J (Schur’s
theorem for quaternion matrices). For a survey of quaternions and matrices of qua-
ternions, see [15]. Canonical matrices of sesquilinear forms and pairs of hermitian
forms on a quaternion vector space, and self-adjoint and isometric operators on a
quaternion vector space with indefinite scalar product, are given in [13].
This article is a result of attempts of the authors to extend to quaternion matrices
Littlewood’s algorithm [9] for reducing a complex matrix to a canonical form under
unitary similarity. This algorithm was discussed in [2,12]; see also [14] and the
survey [11]. Littlewood’s algorithm is based on two statements:
(A) Strengthened Schur Theorem. Each square complex matrix A is unitarily
similar to an upper triangular matrix of the form
F D
26666664
1In1 F12 F13    F1s
0 2In2 F23    F2s
0 0 3In3 ð
:::
:::
:::
::: ð Fs−1;s
0 0 0    sIns
37777775 ; (3)
where 1      s and if i D iC1 then the columns of Fi;iC1 are linearly inde-
pendent; subject to the foregoing conditions, the diagonal blocks iIni are uniquely
determined by A. If F 0 is any other upper triangular matrix that is unitarily similar
to A and satisfies the foregoing conditions, then F 0 D V FV , where V is complex
unitary and V D V1      Vs , where each Vi 2 Mni .C/.
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(B) Singular value decomposition. Each nonzero complex matrix A is unitarily
equivalent to a nonnegative diagonal matrix of the form
D D a1In1      at−1Int−1  0; ai 2 R; a1 >    > at−1 > 0: (4)
If UDV D D, where U and V are complex unitary matrices, then U D U1 
    Ut−1  U 0, V D U1      Ut−1  V 0, and each Ui 2 Mni .
Littlewood’s algorithm. LetA 2 Mn.C/. Littlewood’s algorithm has the following
steps. The first step is to reduce A to the form (3); notice that the diagonal blocks and
all sub-diagonal blocks of F have been completely reduced. We restrict the set of
unitary similarities to those that preserve the block structure of the (3), that is, to the
transformations
F 7! V FV; V D V1      Vs: (5)
The second step is to take the first nonzero superdiagonal block Fij with respect
to lexicographically ordered indices, and reduce it to the form (4) by unitary equival-
ence Fij 7! V i Fij Vj . We make an additional partition of F into blocks conformal
with the partition of the obtained block F 0ij D D, and restrict the set of admissible
transformations (5) to those that preserve D (i.e., Vi D U1      Ut−1  U 0 and
Vj D U1      Ut−1  V 0). The ith step of the algorithm is to take the first block
that changes under admissible transformations and reduce it by unitary similarity or
equivalence to the forms (3) or (4). We restrict the set of admissible transformations
to those that preserve the reduced part and make additional block partitions con-
formal to the block that has just been reduced. Since we have finitely many blocks,
the process ends on a certain matrix A1 with the property that A is unitarily similar
to B if and only if A1 D B1. The matrix A1 is called the canonical form of A with
respect to unitary similarity.
Statement (B) holds for all quaternion matrices, that is, if A is an m-by-n qua-
ternion matrix, then there exist an m-by-m unitary matrix U, an n-by-n unitary mat-
rix V, and a diagonal matrix R with nonnegative entries such that A D URV [15,
Theorem 7.2].
In Section 2 we prove statement (A) for quaternion matrices with real spectrum;
it need not hold for quaternion matrices with nonreal eigenvalues. The proof is based
on modified Jordan matrices [1], which we associate with the Weyr characteristic
[10, p. 73] of a matrix.
In Section 3 we show that Littlewood’s algorithm can be applied to quaternion
matrices with real spectrum that reduce to the form (3) with s D 2; Littlewood’s
process then consists of at most two steps. This two-step Littlewood’s process can
be used to obtain the canonical forms of projectors (A2 DA) and self-annihilating
operators (A2 D 0) on a quaternion unitary space. A canonical form of a complex
projector was given by Dokovic [3] and Ikramov [5]; Ikramov’s proof is based on
Littlewood’s algorithm.
Unfortunately, Littlewood’s algorithm cannot always be applied to quaternion
matrices with real spectrum that reduce to the form (3) with s > 3. The reason is
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that in the process of reduction, one can meet a block with nonreal eigenvalues.
The problem of classifying such matrices has the same complexity as the problem
of classifying all quaternion matrices up to unitary similarity since two quaternion
matrices
MA D
243In In A0 2In In
0 0 In
35 and MB D
243In In B0 2In In
0 0 In
35
are unitarily similar if and only if A and B are unitarily similar. That is, if V is
unitary andV MAVDMB , then V D V1  V2  V3 by statement (A) for quaternion
matrices with real spectrum; furthermore, V1 D V2 D V3 and V 1 AV1 D B.
Moreover, the problem of classifying quaternion matrices up to unitary similarity
(and even the problem of classifying, up to unitary similarity, quaternion matrices
with Jordan Canonical Form I  2I      tI ) has the same complexity as the
problem of classifying an arbitrary system of linear mappings on quaternion unitary
spaces. For example, the problem of classifying systems of four linear mappings
(U;V;W are arbitrary quaternion unitary spaces) is the canonical form problem for
quaternion matrices of the form
M.A;B;C;D/ D
266664
5I I A C B
0 4I I 0 0
0 0 3I 0 0
0 0 0 2I D
0 0 0 0 I
377775
under unitary similarity. Indeed, by statement (A) for quaternion matrices with real
spectrum, if V is unitary thenV M.A;B;C;D/V D M.A0; B 0; C0;D0/ impliesV D
V1      V5. It also follows that V1 D V2 D V3, hence .A;B;C;D/ and .A0; B 0;
C0;D0/ are the matrices of the same system of linear mappings .A;B;C;D/ in
different orthogonal bases of U;V;W; compare with [14, Section 2.3].
In particular, the problem of classifying quaternion matrices up to unitary simil-
arity is equivalent to the problem of classifying m-tuples of quaternion matrices up
to simultaneous unitary similarity
.A1; : : : ; Am/ 7! .V−1A1V; : : : ; V −1AmV /:
The case for m-tuples of complex matrices was proved in [7]. Other examples of clas-
sification problems that have the same complexity as classifying arbitrary systems of
linear operators on unitary spaces are given in Section 3.
In Section 4 we prove statement (A) for nonderogatory quaternion matrices –
those matrices all of whose eigenvalues have geometric multiplicity 1 [4, Section
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1.4.4]. We then extend Littlewood’s algorithm to such matrices. We also study the
structure of their canonical matrices.
2. A strengthened Schur theorem for quaternion matrices with real spectrum
In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let A be a given square quaternion matrix and suppose that A has only
real eigenvalues.
(a) Then there exists a quaternion unitary matrix U such that F  UAU has the
form (3), where 1 > 2 >    > s are real numbers; when i D iC1, then ni >
niC1, and Fi;iC1 is an upper triangular matrix whose diagonal entries are positive
real numbers.
(b) The diagonal blocks Fii D iIni are uniquely determined. The off-diagonal
blocks Fij are determined up to the following equivalence. If V is a quaternion unit-
ary matrix, thenF 0  V FV has the form (3) with F 0ii D Fii (and without conditions
on F 0i;iC1) if and only if V has the form
V D V1  V2      Vs;
where each Vi has size ni-by-ni .
The matrix (3) is a unitary variant of a modified Jordan matrix, which was pro-
posed by BelitskiM [1] and is obtained from the Jordan matrix by a simultaneous
permutation of rows and columns. We define it through the Weyr characteristic of a
matrix.
A list of positive integers .m1;m2; : : : ;mk/ is said to be decreasingly ordered
if m1 > m2 >    > mk . Given a decreasing list .m1;m2; : : : ;mk/, its conjugate is
the decreasingly ordered list .r1; r2; : : : ; rs/ in which s D m1 and ri is the number
of mj ’s larger than or equal to i.
The Jordan Canonical Form Jm1.0/ Jm2.0/     Jmk .0/ of a nilpotent mat-
rix A can be arranged so that the sizes of its Jordan blocks form a decreasingly
ordered list m  .m1;m2; : : : ;mk/, which is called the Segre characteristic of A;
its conjugate r  .r1; r2; : : : ; rs/ is called the Weyr characteristic of A [10, p. 73].
Notice that rank.Al/ D rlC1 C    C rs for 1 6 l < s.
Lemma 2. Let A  Jm1.0/ Jm2.0/     Jmk .0/ be given, and suppose that
m1 > m2 >    > mk . Let .r1; r2; : : : ; rs/ be the conjugate of .m1;m2; : : : ;mk/.
Then A is similar to
B 
26666664
0r1 G12 0    0
0 0r2 G23    0
0 0 0r3 ð
:::
:::
:::
::: ð Gs−1;s
0 0 0    0rs
37777775 ;
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where Gi;iC1 

IriC1
0

is ri–by–riC1.
Proof. Notice that
rank.Gi;iC1GiC1;iC2   GiCt;iCtC1/ D rank.GiCt;iCtC1/ D riCtC1:
One checks that rank.Al/ D rank.Bl/ for all l. It follows that A is similar to B. 
Remark 3. The two matrices A and B in Lemma 2 are permutation similar. To get
B from A, permute the first columns of Jm1.0/, Jm2.0/, . . . , and Jmk .0/ into the first
k columns, then permute the corresponding rows. Next permute the second columns
into the next columns and permute the corresponding rows; continue the process
until B is achieved.
Let A 2 Mn.H/ be given, and let J .A/ be its Jordan Canonical Form (1). A
repeated application of Lemma 2 to the nilpotent part of J .A/− j I for each of
the distinct eigenvalues j gives the following.
Lemma 4. Let A 2 Mn.H/ be given. Then A is similar to a unique matrix of the
form
B 
26666664
1In1 G12 0    0
0 2In2 G23    0
0 0 3In3 ð
:::
:::
:::
::: ð Gs−1;s
0 0 0    sIns
37777775 (6)
with 1      s . If i =D iC1; thenGi;iC1 D 0I otherwise, ni > niC1 andGi;iC1


IniC1
0

is ni–by–niC1.
BelitskiM [1] called the matrix (6) a modified Jordan matrix and proved that all
matrices commuting with B have an upper block-triangular form; this fact plays a
central role in his algorithm for reducing m-tuples of complex matrices to a canonical
form by simultaneous similarity.
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Let A 2 Mn.H/ be given and suppose that A has only
real eigenvalues, say 1 >    > s . Lemma 4 guarantees that S−1AS D B for some
nonsingular matrix S, and B has the form (6). Perform a Gram–Schmidt orthogonal-
ization on the columns of S so that U D ST is unitary and T is an upper triangular
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matrix with positive diagonal elements. T −1 is necessarily upper triangular, and its
diagonal elements are also positive.
Write
T −1 D
26666664
C1 C12 C13    C1s
0 C2 C23    C2s
0 0 C3 ð
:::
:::
:::
::: ð Cs−1;s
0 0 0    Cs
37777775
and
T D
26666664
D1 D12 D13    D1s
0 D2 D23    D2s
0 0 D3 ð
:::
:::
:::
::: ð Ds−1;s
0 0 0    Ds
37777775
conformal to B. Since each i is real, direct computation of the product UAU D
T −1BT shows that
UAU D T −1BT D
26666664
1In1 F12 F13    F1s
0 2In2 F23    F2s
0 0 3In3 ð
:::
:::
:::
::: ð Fs−1;s
0 0 0    sIns
37777775 :
Since all the eigenvalues are real, the off-diagonal blocks Fi;iC1 satisfy
Fi;iC1 D iCiDi;iC1 C CiGi;iC1DiC1 C iC1Ci;iC1DiC1:
Since T −1T D I , we have
CiDi;iC1 C Ci;iC1DiC1 D 0:
Hence, when i D iC1,
Fi;iC1 D CiGi;iC1DiC1:
If i D iC1, Lemma 4 guarantees that ni > niC1. Moreover, the form of Gi;iC1
shows that Fi;iC1 is an upper triangular matrix whose diagonal entries are positive
real numbers.
(b) We now prove the uniqueness part. That the eigenvalues of F and their multi-
plicity are determined is clear. The sizes ni are also determined by looking at powers
of F − iI . We can also look at a decreasingly ordered list of the sizes of Jordan
blocks corresponding to i and notice that the conjugate of this list gives us the sizes
needed.
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Let V be unitary. Suppose that F 0  V FV has the form (3) and suppose further
that F 0ii D Fii . We claim that V is block diagonal conformal to F.
Write V D Vij  conformal to F (and F 0). Form the products FV D VF 0. Sup-
pose that s =D 1. The .s; 1/ block satisfies the equation
sVs1 D 1Vs1:
Hence, Vs1 D 0. If s−1 =D 1, we look at the .s − 1; 1/ block and conclude that
Vs−1;1 D 0. We proceed until j D 1.
Now, we check if s =D 2. If so, then we look at the .s; 2/ block, and proceed as
before.
We conclude that V is block upper triangular, but since V is unitary, V is block
diagonal. Hence, it suffices to prove the claim when all the eigenvalues are the same,
say .
As before, we write V D Vij  conformal to F, and look at the equation FV D
VF 0.
The .s; 1/ block satisfies Vs1 D Vs1. However, the .s − 1; 1/ block satisfies the
equation
Vs−1;1 C Fs−1;sVs1 D Vs−1;1:
Hence,Fs−1;sVs1 D 0. SinceFs−1;s is upper triangular with positive diagonal entries,
Vs1 D 0.
Next, we look at the .s − 2; 1/ block to get
Vs−2;1 C Fs−2;s−1Vs−1;1 D Vs−2;1;
and similarly, we conclude that Vs−1;1 D 0. Notice that the same argument can be
used to reach the conclusion that Vi;1 D 0 for all i D 2; ::: ; s.
We then look at the .s; 2/ block, .s − 1; 2/ block, and so on. The conclusion is
that V is block upper triangular. Since V is also unitary, V is in fact block diagonal
and the sizes of the blocks in V match those of F. 
3. Applications of the strengthened Schur theorem
A square matrix A is called a projection or idempotent if A2 D A; it is called
self-annihilating if A2 D 0. A canonical form of a complex idempotent matrix under
unitary similarity was obtained in [3,5], see also Section 2.3 of [14].
Theorem 5. (a) Let A be a quaternion idempotent matrix (A2 D A). Then A is
unitarily similar to a direct sum that is uniquely determined up to permutation of
summands of matrices of the form
1 b
0 0

(b positive), [1] ; [0] :
(b) Let A be a self-annihilating quaternion matrix .A2 D 0/. Then A is unitarily
similar to a direct sum that is uniquely determined up to permutation of summands
of matrices of the form
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0 b
0 0

(b positive), [0] :
Proof. (a) Let A be a quaternion idempotent matrix. Theorem 1(a) ensures that A
is similar to a matrix F that has the form (3). Since A2 D A, we also have F 2 D F .
Hence, F must have the form
F D UAU D

I F12
0 0

:
By Theorem 1(b), F12 is determined up to unitary equivalence. Now let F12 D
V1RV 2 be the singular value decomposition of F12, where V1 and V2 are (qua-
ternion) unitary matrices, R D diag.b1; : : : ; bl/ 0, and b1 >    > bl > 0. Take
V  V1  V2 and notice that
V FV D

I R
0 0

: (7)
The conclusion follows by noting that the block matrix (7) is permutation similar
to a matrix that is a sum of the desired matrices.
(b) The proof is similar to that of (a) except that A2 D 0 means that
F D UAU D

0 F12
0 0

;
and R D V 1 F12V2 has no zero columns. 
A self-annihilating quaternion matrix has the Jordan Canonical Form
J2.0/     J2.0/ 0 and a simple canonical form under unitary similarity, as
was shown in Theorem 5(b). What about quaternion matrices A with the Jordan
Canonical Form J2./     J2./ Ik? If  is real, then .A− I/2 D 0, and
hence A is unitarily similar to a direct sum of matrices of the form
 b
0 

(b positive), and [] :
However, when  =2 R, notice that .A− I/2 need not equal 0. Part (a) of the next
theorem shows that the class of such matrices is unitarily wild, that is, it contains the
problem of classifying square complex matrices up to (complex) unitary similarity
and hence (see Section 1) it has the same complexity as the problem of classifying
arbitrary systems of linear mappings on (complex) unitary spaces. Parts (b)–(d) for
complex matrices were given in [8,14].
Theorem 6. The problem of classifying each of the following classes of matrices
and pairs of matrices under unitary similarity is unitarily wild:
(a) square quaternion matrices whose Jordan Canonical Form consists only of
Jordan blocks J2./ and [], where  =2 R is the same for all the matrices in the
classI
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(b) square quaternion matrices A satisfying A3 D 0I
(c) pairs of quaternion idempotent matrices .A;B/; even if A is self-adjoint; that
is A2 D A D A and B2 D BI
(d) pairs of mutually- and self-annihilating quaternion matrices .A;B/; that is
AB D BA D A2 D B2 D 0.
Proof. (a) Let  =2 R be a given eigenvalue, which we may assume is standard, so
 D x C yi with y > 0. To prove (a), we exhibit a mapping M 7! AM 2 M8n.H/
such that M;N D inMn.C/ are (complex) unitarily similar if and only if AM and
AN are (quaternion) unitarily similar.
For such a given  andM 2 Mn.C/, we define
XM 
2664
4In 0 Inj Mj
0 3In Inj Inj
0 0 2In 0
0 0 0 In
3775 2 M4n.H/
and
AM 

I4n XM
0 I4n

2 M8n.H/:
Notice that AM is similar to a direct sum of Jordan blocks J2./.
Now, suppose that M is unitarily similar to N, say UMU D N for some unitary
U 2 Mn.C/. Let V  U  U  U  U and notice that
.V  V /AM.V  V / D AN
since jU D Uj . Hence, AM is unitarily similar to AN .
Conversely, suppose that AM is (quaternion) unitarily similar to AN , that is
V AMV D AN for some (quaternion) unitary matrix V. We claim that M and N
are (complex) unitarily similar. Partition the unitary matrix V conformal to AM , and
rewrite the given condition to get
I4n XM
0 I4n
 
V11 V12
V21 V22

D

V11 V12
V21 V22
 
I4n XN
0 I4n

;
which yields the following equalities:
(i) V11 CXMV21 D V11,
(ii) V12 CXMV22 D V11XN C V12,
(iii) V21 D V21,
(iv) V22 D V21XN C V22.
Writing  D x C yi, and using (iii) gives iV21 D V21i. It follows that V21 has com-
plex entries.
From (i), we get y.iV11 − V11i/ D −XMV21. Write V11 D P CQj , where P and
Q have complex entries, so that the equality becomes 2yQk D −XMV21. WriteQ D
Qij

and V21 D

Aij

conformal to XM to get
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2y
2664
Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14
Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24
Q31 Q32 Q33 Q34
Q41 Q42 Q43 Q44
3775 k D −
2664
4In 0 Inj Mj
0 3In Inj Inj
0 0 2In 0
0 0 0 In
3775
2664
A11 A12 A13 A14
A21 A22 A23 A24
A31 A32 A33 A34
A41 A42 A43 A44
3775 :
Since Aij and Qij have complex entries, we must have A4j D 0 D A3j for j D
1; 2; 3; 4. Equating the first two rows gives V21 D 0. Moreover,Q D 0 as well, which
means that V11 has only complex entries.
Since V is unitary and since V21 D 0, we must also have V12 D 0. Moreover, (iv)
reduces to V22 D V22, so V22 has only complex entries.
Now, (ii) reduces to XMV22 D V11XN . Write XM D P CQMj and XN D P C
QNj , where P D diag.4In; 3In; 2In; In/, and QM and QN have complex entries.
Since V11 and V22 have complex entries, we have PV22 D V11P . Multiplying this
equality by V 22P D PV 11 gives P 2  .PV22/.V 22P/ D V11P 2V 11. It follows that
V11 is block diagonal; that is, it has the form V11 D C1  C2  C3  C4. Similarly,
V22 is block diagonal, and since PV22 D V11P , we must have V22 D V11 D C1 
C2  C3  C4.
Equating the noncomplex part of (ii) gives the equality QMjV22 D V11QNj .
Hence, we have the following equalities:
C3 D C1; C3 D C2; C4 D C2 and MC4 D C1N:
Therefore,MC1 D C1N and M is unitarily similar to N.
(b) Notice that using (a), the problem of classifying square quaternion matrices
up to unitary similarity is unitarily wild. Hence it suffices to prove that two n n
quaternion matrices M and N are unitarily similar if and only if the two 3n 3n
matrices
AM D
240 In M0 0 In
0 0 0
35 and AN D
240 In N0 0 In
0 0 0
35
are unitarily similar. One checks that A3M D A3N D 0.
Suppose V AMV D AN , where V is unitary. By Theorem 1(b), V has the form
V1  V2  V3. The equality AMV D VAN now gives V1 D V2 D V3, and thus
V 1 MV1 D N .
(c) We look at the pairs of quaternion idempotent matrices
In 0
0 0

;

M In −M
M In −M

and

In 0
0 0

;

N In − N
N In − N

;
which are unitarily similar if and only if M and N are unitarily similar.
(d) The pairs of quaternion matrices
0 In
0 0

;

0 M
0 0

and

0 In
0 0

;

0 N
0 0

are unitarily similar if and only if M and N are unitarily similar. 
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4. Littlewood’s algorithm for nonderogatory matrices
A square matrix is called nonderogatory if every (standardized) eigenvalue has
geometric multiplicity 1, that is, its Jordan Canonical Form does not contain two
Jordan blocks having the same standard eigenvalue [4, Section 1.4.4]. In this section,
we give an algorithm for reducing a nonderogatory quaternion matrix A by unitary
similarity to a certain matrix A1, which has the property that A and B are unitarily
similar if and only if A1 D B1. We call such a matrix A1 the canonical form of A
with respect to unitary similarity.
We denote byU.F/  ff 2 F j Nf D f−1g the set of unitary elements of F, where
F is H, C, or R.
Theorem 7. (a) Each nonderogatory quaternion matrix M is unitarily similar to an
upper triangular matrix of the form
A D
26664
1 a12    a1n
2    a2n
ð
:::
0 n
37775 ;
l D xl C yl i 2 C; yl  0;
1      n;
al;lC1 =2 Cj if l D lC1:
(8)
(b) The diagonal elements of A are uniquely determined. Moreover; for every
quaternion unitary matrix S, the matrices A and A0 D SAS have the form (8) if and
only if 01 D 1; : : : ; 0n D n and
S D diag.s1; : : : ; sn/; s1; : : : ; sp 2 U.C/; spC1; : : : ; sn 2 U.H/; (9)
where p is such that 1; : : : ; p =2 R and pC1; : : : ; n 2 R.
Proof. (a) The proof follows that of Theorem 1(a), that is, we write S−1MS D J ,
where J is the Jordan canonical form of M; and all the eigenvalues lie in the upper
half-plane. We then apply the QR factorization to S to obtain a unitary matrix U D
ST with T an upper triangular matrix whose diagonal elements are positive real
numbers. The matrix A  UMU D T −1JT has the desired form (8). Notice that
when l D lC1, al;lC1 has the form−lx C xl C a, with a > 0. Now, if  2 C and
x 2 H, then −x C x 2 Cj . Hence, when l D lC1, al;lC1 =2 Cj .
(b) The proof also follows that of Theorem 1(b), and makes use of the techniques
used in Theorem 6(a). First, notice that by the uniqueness of the Jordan form and the
fact that the eigenvalues are ordered we must have 01 D 1; : : : ; 0n D n.
Now, we show that S is block diagonal. If 1 =D n, then the .n; 1/ entries of
AS D SA0 give nsn1 D sn11. We express sn1 D p C qj , with p; q 2 C and con-
clude that sn1 D 0 since 1 and n are complex numbers with nonnegative imaginary
components. Another way to look at it is that otherwise we would have s−1n1 nsn1 D
1, contradicting the fact that 1 =D n and 1 and n are complex numbers with
nonnegative imaginary components.
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Next, we check if 1 =D n−1. If so, then we look at the .n− 1; 1/ entries ofAS D
SA0 to obtain n−1sn−1;1 D sn−1;11, so that sn−1;1 D 0. We proceed in this manner
and conclude that sij D 0 whenever i > j and i =D j .
It follows that S is upper block triangular, and since S is unitary, it must be block
diagonal. Hence, it suffices to prove that the claim holds when all the eigenvalues
coincide, that is,   1 D 2 D    D n.
We consider two cases:  2 R and  =2 R.
Suppose  2 R. Notice that sn1 D sn1 always holds. Now, look at the .n− 1; 1/
entries of AS D SA0 to obtain sn−1;1 C an−1;nsn1 D sn−1;1. Hence, an−1;nsn1 D
0, and sn1 D 0 since an−1;n =D 0 by (8). Now, look at the .n− 2; 1/ entries, then the
.n− 3; 1/ entries, and so on and conclude that si1 D 0 whenever i > 1.
Similarly, we look at the .n; 2/ entries, the .n− 1; 2/ entries, and so on to con-
clude that in fact, S is upper triangular. Since S is also unitary, S is also diagonal.
Now, suppose  =2 R. Then  D x C yi; y > 0; the equality sn1 D sn1 implies
that isn1 D sn1i and sn1 2 C. Furthermore, sn−1;1 C an−1;nsn1 D sn−1;1 implies
y.isn−1;1 − sn−1;1i/C an−1;nsn1 D 0. Write sn−1;1 D p C qj and an−1;n D uC vj ,
where p; q; u; v 2 C to get 2yqk C usn1 C v Nsn1j D usn1 C .v Nsn1 C 2yqi/j D 0.
Since usn1 and v Nsn1 C 2yqi are complex numbers, and u =D 0 (since an−1;n =2 Cj
by (8)), we must have sn1 D 0 and q D 0 (i.e., sn−1;n 2 C).
Now, sn−2;1 C an−2;n−1sn−1;1 D sn−2;1 implies sn−1;1 D 0 and sn−2;1 2 C. We
repeat this process until we obtain sij D 0 for all i > j and sii 2 C. Since S is unitary,
S is diagonal. 
4.1. An algorithm for reducing a matrix A of the form (8) to canonical form with
respect to unitary similarity
By Theorem 7(b), the diagonal entries of A are uniquely determined. Furthermore,
all unitary similarity transformations that preserve the triangular form of A and its
diagonal entries have the form:
A 7! SAS; S 2 G0  U.C/    U.C/| {z }
p
U.H/    U.H/| {z }
n−p
: (10)
We successively reduce the off-diagonal entries aij .i < j/ to a canonical form in
the following order:
a12; a23; : : : ; an−1;nI a13; a24; : : : ; an−2;nI : : : I a1n: (11)
On each step, we use only those transformations (10) that preserve the already
reduced entries.
Suppose that all entries that precede alr in the sequence (11) have been reduced,
and let all the transformations (10) that preserve the entries preceding alr have the
form
A 7! SAS; S 2 G  fS D diag.s1; : : : ; sn/ 2 G0 jRg; (12)
whereR is a set of relations of the form
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si 2 C; si 2 R; si D sj or si D s−1j 2 C: (13)
We reduce alr to canonical form a0lr by transformations (12) and show that all
transformations (12) that preserve a0lr have the form A 7! SAS; S 2 G0 D fS 2
G j 4Rg, where 4R consists of relations of the form (13); this is required for the
correctness of the induction step.
As follows from the form of relations (13), for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng there exists
Fi 2 fH; C; Rg such that
fsi j S 2 Gg D U.Fi /:
If alr is not changed by transformations (12), we set a0lr D alr and 4R D ;.
Denote by P the set of positive real numbers and suppose that
alr D z1 C z2j; z1; z2 2 C; (14)
was changed by transformations (12). We have the following cases.
(1) Fl D H or Fr D H. If R does not imply sl D sr , then we reduce alr to the
form a0lr D s−1l alrsr 2 P and obtain 4R D fsl D sr g: If sl D sr follows from R,
then Fl D Fr D H, take a0lr D s−1l alrsl 2 C with a nonnegative imaginary compon-
ent (note that a0lr =2 R, otherwise alr is not changed by admissible transformations)
and obtain 4R D fsl 2 Cg:
(2) Fl D Fr D C and R does not imply sl D sr or sl D s−1r . Then by (14) a0lr D
s−1l alrsr D s−1l z1sr C .s−1l z2 Nsr /j D z1s−1l sr C z2s−1l s−1r j: If z1z2 =D 0, we make
z01 2 P, then sl D sr (to preserve z01), next make z02 2 P, then sl D sr D 1; we
obtain a0lr D P1C Pj and 4R D fsl D sr 2 Rg:
If z1 =D 0 D z2, we make a0lr 2 P and obtain4R D fsl D sr g: If z1 D 0, then z2 =D
0 (otherwise alr is not changed by admissible transformations) we make a0lr 2 Pj
and obtain 4R D fsl D s−1r g:
(3) Fl D Fr D C, sl D sr or sl D s−1r . If sl D sr , then a0lr D z1 C z2s−2l j; make
a0lr 2 CC Pj and obtain 4R D fsl 2 Rg:
If sl D s−1r , then a0lr D z1s−2l C z2j; make a0lr 2 PC Cj and obtain4R D fsl 2
Rg:
(4) Either Fl D C and Fr D R, or Fl D R and Fr D C. Make a0lr D 1C z02j or
a0lr D j and obtain4R D fsl D sr 2 Rg:
(5) Fl D Fr D R. Make a0lr D z01 C z02j with z01  0 (see (2)), or a0lr D z02j with
z02  0, and obtain4R D fsl D sr g:
The process ends with the reduction of a1n. We denote the matrix obtained by
A1; it is the canonical form of A with respect to unitary similarity. At each step we
reduced an entry to a form that is uniquely determined by the already reduced entries
and the class of (quaternion) unitarily similar to A, and so we obtain the following
theorem:
Theorem 8. Two nonderogatory quaternion matrices A and B are unitarily similar
if and only if A1 D B1.
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For a canonical n n matrix A D A1, its graph C.A/ has vertices 1; : : : ; n, and
l and r are joined by an edge if and only if the relations sl D sr and sl D s−1r do
not follow from the condition of preserving the entries of A that precede alr , but
one of them follows from the condition of preserving alr (i.e., sl D sr or sl D s−1r
is contained in 4R; see the cases 1–5). Notice that there is an edge .i; i C 1/ if
i D iC1 in (8) since then ai;iC1 =2 Cj .
A square matrix A is called unitarily indecomposable if it is not unitarily similar
to a direct sum of square matrices.
Theorem 9. (a) The graph of each canonical matrix is a union of trees. Any union
of trees with numbered vertices can be the graph of a canonical matrix.
(b) A canonical matrix is unitarily indecomposable if and only if its graph is a
tree. Moreover; let the graph C.A/ of a canonical matrix A be the union of m trees
Ci .1 6 i 6 m/ with the vertices vi1 < vi2 <    < viri . Rearrange the columns of
A such that their old numbers form the sequence
v11; : : : ; v1r1I v21; : : : ; v2r2I : : : I vm1; : : : ; vmrm;
then rearrange its rows in the same manner. The matrix obtained has the form A1 
    Am; where each Ai is a unitarily indecomposable canonical ri  ri matrix.
Proof. (a) Let the graph C.A/ of a canonical matrix A have a cycle v1–v2–    –vp–
v1 (p > 2), and let, say, afv1v2g; : : : ; afvp−1vpg precede afvpv1g in the sequence (11),
where afijg denotes aij if i < j and aji if i > j . Then the equality svp D s1v1 follows
from the condition of preserving the entries of A that precede afvpv1g, a contradiction
to the existence of the edge vp–v1.
Let a graph C with vertices 1; : : : ; n be a joint of trees. Take A of the form (8), in
which 1 D ni; 2 D .n− 1/i; : : : ; n D i, and, for every l < r , alr D 1 if there is
the edge l – r and alr D 0 otherwise. Clearly, A is a canonical matrix and C.A/ D C.
(b) Let A be a canonical matrix. Since aij D 0 whenever i and j are not connected
in C.A/, the graph of a unitarily indecomposable canonical matrix is a tree. It follows
from the algorithm of reduction to canonical form that if C.A/ is not a connected
graph, then A can be reduced to a direct sum of unitarily indecomposable canonical
matrices by simultaneous permutation of its rows and columns. 
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